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Executive Summary
Running a lab efficiently with the desired research
output is an ordeal. The current day research
labs rely more on digitalization to perform
experiments and to generate enormous data
from these experiments. Despite this tremendous
technology leap, the researcher is still relying
on the paper to plan the experiments and to
record, organize and analyze the data. With
the advent of digitalization in the research, the
data generated had become huge, making the
researcher think of an alternative to paper. It’s
just not the data, how efficient an investigator
could be, there are several other issues in the lab
holding back the productivity of an investigator.
This white paper focuses on the challenges
encountered by investigators in their research,
and addresses issues that arise in conventional
modes of internal/external communication such
as email, digital documents and phone calls. It
also analyzes planning, conducting and tracking
experiments, and suggests better practices for
organizing and analyzing data.
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Introduction
Due in part to stringent budgeting and cost control initiatives implemented by the government, quality of life
for researchers has significantly deteriorated, inevitably compromising the quality of their work.
It has become difficult for an investigator to sustainably

tool addresses these issues with a flexible and user-friendly

face these challenges and increase their productivity in

interface, providing the researcher with a wide variety of

contemporary research environments. With the bottom

features from project initiation to completion. From simple

line in jeopardy, the modern investigator is looking for an

and effective lab communication to complex data analysis,

alternative to manage the lab with better efficiency and

FocalCXM provides a simple but potent solution under a

effectiveness. FocalCXM’s easy to use Lab Management

single pane of glass.

Inside the Research Laboratory
“I have a status meeting with my Principal Investigator tomorrow and I’m still organizing my data,” says one
junior scientist. “I have several projects running, and I don’t have time to answer all these emails from my junior staff,” says
another Principal Investigator with a sigh. We frequently come across such statements from researchers working in the
laboratory. The life of a scientist is complicated, spanning several phases—from planning an experiment to successfully
completing it. This process requires a collection of different skill sets ranging from basic experimentation to complex data
analysis, from simple administrative tasks to complex project management abilities.
The role of a Principal Investigator is much more complicated, with most of their time being spent on writing grants,
planning projects, communicating with project leads, analyzing the data, delivering presentations and more. Tracking
research projects is a herculean task, particularly when it involves several groups from different geographical locations.
Globalization has made organization a little easier, but despite communication advances there is still a vacuum when it
comes to research.
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The constant need to share enormous quantities of data is a major contributing factor in communication problems. Many
projects that are not successful fail at the planning stage of the project lifecycle. This holds especially true in the modern
research community, where the principal investigator tries to manage several projects/grants at a time, requiring them to
juggle intricacies of project management skills.
Time management is another important factor in the life of a researcher. According to the U.S. National Science Board
(NSB), U.S. scientists spend approximately 42% of their time on bureaucratic tasks. This critically impairs the productivity of
a researcher by compromising on the quality of research.
Reporting data transparently is crucial for success in a modern-day laboratory. Scientific journals and several other
regulatory bodies require stringent documentation today, leaving researchers to run around endlessly as they pile and
organize experimental data with nothing better than conventional methods. This puts traceability and reproducibility of
experimentation in jeopardy.
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Key Challenges & The Need For A Comprehensive Digital
Research Management Tool
The nature of research is dynamic. Researchers and scientists need to consider technology that supports research
and management not only as an essential component for producing and replicating desired output, but also as a necessary
tool for responding to the forces that drive qualitative research and satisfy the stringent and competitive funding process.
Without specialized technology, and without the effective usage of a digital Research Management Tool, researchers will
have much greater difficulty in efficiently conducting qualitative research and effectively delivering desired output.
The ability to access relevant data, experimental protocols and data analysis tools in one place, then dynamically organize
the data in a structured format, constitute some of the day-to-day challenges faced by modern researchers. A digital
Research Management Tool provides a comprehensive tool-set for integrating all these features into one platform, enabling
scientists to manage, document and report their findings in a more structured process. The digital Research Management
Tool is focused on planning and managing projects at the experiment level, capturing data and organizing it in a more
efficient way. This creates an environment where quality enhancement and improved research outcome goals can be
achieved with greater efficiency, thereby enhancing reproducibility through reduction of human error.
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The digital Research Management Tool supports the
research team and PI by empowering them to monitor
projects at the experiment level. It delivers tools to
effectively take action by reaching out to project staff.
It provides an interactive environment, supporting the
projects carried from diverse geographical locations.
The PI can identify and assign resources to a project
with the single click of a button and send customized
emails or data/results to the assigned resources. It’s
integration with the LIMS simplifies processes and
increases lab efficiency, ensuring compliance with
regulatory requirements. In addition, the digital Research
Management Tool fulfills the constantly evolving need
for access to research data by delivering reporting tools
designed specifically to handle research data. The digital
Research Management Tool can effectively generate
reports, which often requires tools imported from other
sources that may require time or monetary investment.
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Key Features & Benefits of FocalCXM LabPulse
FocalCXM’s LabPulse is an effective yet simple tool which manages to connect all the dots and enable
the features previously outlined under a single pane. Its comprehensive research management tool
enables a researcher to plan, initiate and monitor all the activities involved in running a laboratory
successfully. It boasts several user-friendly features, from simple planning to complex report generation.
Some key features and benefits of FocalCXM’s LabPulse include:

Features:
1.

2.

3.
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Initiating, planning and documenting
experiments. Streamlining of lab
logistics and the ability to monitor or
share results from anywhere in the world.
Smooth and convenient transition of
projects from initiation to completion
with phase gate review features.
Built-in protocol reference database with
scope for optimization and options to
import or export protocols

4.

Integrated LIMS for easy handling of
experiments and data.

5.

Artificial Intelligence for planning and
customizing experiments.

6.

Real-time progress tracking to monitor
experiment updates/modifications

7.

Live chat features at every step to
monitor the status of experiments.

8.

Easy sharing of results and reports in any
format with commenting tools enabled.

Benefits:
1. Run and manage the lab more
efficiently to maximize
productive output
2. FDA-compliant data features
with user-friendly interface for
reporting or publishing the data
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3. Better collaboration
4. Better insights
5. Faster innovation

Why Salesforce?
The LabPulse product is built on Salesforce to leverage the innovation that comes with the platform. In the
recent past, there has been a significant rise in the areas of Application Development & Delivery platforms and
an emphasis on delivering brilliant experiences for enterprise employees and customers alike.
In order to support this platform, FocalCXM has considered a number of No Code to Low-Code environments
to build the LabPulse application and finally honed in on Salesforce for the following reasons:

RAPID APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT:
Salesforce’s portfolio of Infrastructure as a Service (Heroku)
and Platform as a Service (PaaS) provide all the tools for
developers to collaborate and ship value to end users at a
rapid pace. The cloud-based deployment model makes it easily
scalable to any number of users.
COLLABORATION:
As previously mentioned, Principal Investigators frequently
work with globally distributed researchers and efficiencies in
communication can significantly improve their productivity.
Salesforce’s “Chatter” feature can be enabled on any object
such as a project, experiment, etc. This allows a team to
comment and follow objects of interest.
SEARCH:
The global search in Salesforce will enable researchers to
search across any object and drill down into details with
ease. This out-of-the-box feature reduces development time
significantly and empowers researchers.
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INTEGRATION:
Enterprises often have disparate systems to manage samples,
inventory and other domains. There will always be a need to
integrate these with LabPulse. Salesforce has design patterns
to enable these integration points. More recently, Salesforce
acquired MuleSoft, one of the market’s leading Integration
Platforms as a Service and this can simplify any future
integrations as needed.
USER EXPERIENCE:
While researchers spend most of their time in a lab, there are
use cases where they need to enter data on mobile devices
or using desktops. Salesforce Lightning gives developers the
ability to build adaptive interfaces that can render gracefully
across form factors. In addition, the UI development using
HTML/CSS makes it easy for developers to adapt quickly.
WORKFLOWS:
Research activities typically involve approval flows,
notifications, etc. Salesforce has built-in capabilities that can
empower researchers to design their own flows using a visual
drag and drop palette.

In addition to the above factors, the scalability and performance that the Salesforce Platform as a Service
provides out of the box is far superior to any custom development using Angular JS or other LCE tools
available in the market.
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